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ABSTRACT

Sev~ral alternative suggestions for methods of measuring segregation

have appeared in the literature. This paper is an examination, both theo

reticai and empirical, 9f three measures of segregation, with the empirical

focus on school segregation. The first measure is based on the absolute

deviation of the racial composition of a school from that of the school

district, the second is based on the square of that deviation, and the

third is derived from information theory. The purpose of this paper ~s

to examine and compare the properties of these three measures in terms

of how useful they are both as descriptive devices and as indicators of

appropriate policy actions. Separate discussions of the theoretical

nature of each index are accompanied by summaries of their calculated

values based on a sample of school districts.

Several arguments are given for preferring the information theory

measure: it incorporates the notion of diminishing marginal payoff to

desegregation; it depends on the entire distribution of students by race

acroSS schools; it may be interpreted as a measure of association between

race and school assignment; it can be meaningfully aggregated; and, once

aggregated, it can be decomposed into "between" and "within" components.

rts main drawbacks are that it is somewhat more complicated to calculate

and that its interpretation is not as easily grasped intuitively.

The use of any of the three indexes presented here as a policy aid

would be substantially better than subjective judgment. Moreover, if the

costs of implementation and of gaining acceptance are not too great, then

th~ information theory index appears to be the most appropriate measure of

school segregation .

.~--------------~_._---~_ .._---_..._-----



AN INVESTIGATION OF ALTERNATIVE MEASURES
OF SCHOOL SEGREGATION

INTRODUCTION

Several alternative suggestions for methods for measuring desegre-

gat ion have appeared in the literature. Excellent reviews of most of

this literature appear in Taeuber and Taeuber (Appendix A) and in Duncan

and Duncan. This paper is an examination, both theoretical and empirical,

of three measures of desegregation, with the empirical focus on school

desegregation. The first measure examined, the dissimilarly index, is

discussed in the two sources cited above and is based on the absolute

deviation of the racial composition of a school from that of the school

district. The second measure is referred to here as the segregation

index and is based on the squared deviation. The third measure investi-

gated derives from information theory and has been suggested for this

use by Theil and Finizza. The major purpose of this paper is to examine

and compare the properties of these three measures in terms of how useful

they are as both descriptive devices and indicators of appropriate policy

actions.

Part I of this paper contains a separate discussion of the theoretical

nature of each index and includes empirical calculations. The data used

for these calculations are a subset of the information collected by DHEW

from public elementary and secondary schools and school districts in the

1fall of 1972. The sample was chosen in order to eliminate those school

districts for which the issue of school desegregation is not meaningful.

It includes all school districts surveyed in 1972 for which each of the

following were true in that year:
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(1) Ei'4her"the'd-istx;ictcont:ained;;,moli',e,;'than.-6 school" campuses,

or ",at.,least,one~grade"was'{i',taught'"at .•more ..than one' ,catnpuSL

(2).. At 1ea.st 5 percent of the'

(3)' At 'least 5 percent.of the.

studeatpopulat.ion .was'fminori,ty .'" .

d l · " 2,1·stu.ent·;popu· 'at,:LonWas,Jlonm:tnOr:L:,ty';' ".,

SinC.e::;the .,.or·igiIl:'a,LPJIEW survey was "based,:;"on ,'fa rand;omsampJ;.$ of school;"

dis:.t,ricts". ,w;ith...:diff.er.ent;:sampl,iIig,::t;'ates;,,\'for:'i,diff,erent .s i?i~ .,s t rat:s.,...the'

uniyerse.cp.rqject:ions, ;,that.; are, ..p,o ssible .using,b,t,ha ...ent.ire.....surY..e,y;: are",not,;

3
r.easonah1:e',b:as:ed'.>.on :our. ,sampl:e .•,.. ,. This"..selec.t,ion, r,esu1t.ed·::in:.a set",of

2, 3.9.3::distric:ts" ,approximately. 20 ,.per,cent."ofa1l, scho.ol,districts..in.

the .:,',count;ry.c:, .A1Iil.Qs.t,ha1f"of ' ,the,s,e,J.were·,.in ..the..l7 southern,:and,:,tborder",,,

s tat.es.;1,. s ince....:minority; s tuden't.s":',.are,;.,relati:v:e'ly: ,ove:r,represen.t,ed" "in "those,.

stat:es;~;:,,;.. Whi1e...the,se;,.2,393.district.s...cont.ain.:.only 55 percent of, the ,total

nat;ional.public,,:.school. .,enr.ol1ment:, . ,they, inc1.ude,...more than; 88 perc:en.t!:;of

a1L.enrolled..minority stud,ents..,5

Part: II ,:of .:this pap.e'r,cont:ains... a compa,rative.,discussion .ofthe;:,three

indexe:s',i.andParL, III .presentR ,:conc1usions ;,andadditionaL comments.

I. ALTERNATD1EMEASURES;:OFiSCHD:OL ..8EGRE.G'A'IION

A. Diss.imilarity ,Index: (DX?

The £irst ind.ex. we wi1l,considenwas':originallY.. develo.pedforthe

purp;oseofdescr±bing residential "segregation.,6 It has.sinc.e ,beenapp1.ie.d;

to.the:.",study.;-of scho:ol.o.segr.egation as welL as toothe,r. topics .•] The.nume:'l?·...··

ator::'of, the· dissimilarity"index;).,whith .:we ·:.,shall .call ,]) , is defined as
n

simply ;the sum' of theabs.o.lute'!:de:V:iationsto.f· the, racialcompos.ition of

the>;schools .',from:the ..overalL racial composition of the school .distr±c:t:
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(1)';'

where'T. ' andilip . are', respectively, the'total;,enro11ment·c9.nlipercent:
1. 1.

minority. of ,the ith school, and where pis the.percentminorityof,the

district ~', . An implicit rationale for this. measure .is.that:thecontribu"'" I.

tion of the ithschoo1 to the ,~rbadnessr.r of segre~'a'tionis.proportionaL.

to'theabso1tite.differencebetween p. andp.
1.

The ind~x'of'Idissimilarity (D) ,is thenYderivedbydividing.the value,.\'.

of D . by its maximum;". This, maximumwilL.occur.. ina totally segregated
n

system' and is.given·· by8

D _.. =
n

I: T. (p ~O)
1.p.<p

1.

+ l:T.(1- p)
1..p',;ry ,

i·

= p (II of noruninority'students)'

+ (1 - pHil ofnoruninority.~·students)'

= p(l - p)T + (1 -·p)pT

- ·2Tp(1 -p) • , (2)

(3);D

DividingD,by··· D " therefore' gives'.ari.:indexthat:..range~L,from:.o .to·,i fo:r<,:"n, 'I . n

any' given school district: Q

,t T i Ipi- Pl.. ,.~
2Tp (1,~ p):'"

An' important characteristic,.ofDis.:that.dts: ,val.ue~.·.is.;notdependent['.

on the overa11distribtition of ·students,by'· race,buton1yon'the.,~numbel::sF,·

'of 'students ··in schools with 1ess.·.than;:and,:.those"':with.,,greater.than:.the<,

district-,wide,proportion.ofminority.- students.' .' This.can.. be seen by .,

decompo·sing·.D"as: follows:
n
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D = t: T. (p - P.) + t: T.(p. - p)
n ]. ]. ]. ].

p.<p p.~
]. ];

= P~" Ti nj + ~" T.p, " T.Pj . (4)
pi..:P ]. > ].]. < ].].p.<p Pi~ Pi P].

The first bracketed term on the right-hand-side of (4) is simply the

difference between the numbers of student~ in the two grouPE? of schools,

while the second bracketed term is the difference between the numbers of

10
minority students in the two groups of schools. The value of D is

unaffected by transferring students between any schools within each group;

only by transferring them across the two groups will D change. Thus, D

is independent of assignment among those schools for which p.<p or among
].

those for which p.>p and is completely determined by the total numbers
].

of minority and nonminority students in each of the two groups of schools.

Alternatively, one can say that the payoff criterioh implicit in D is

linear (as opposed to the quadratic payoff criterion implicit in the

second index to be discusped below). An important effect of this linearity

is that the payoff (measured by changes in the value of D) is the same for

bringing a particular school x percentage points closer to the overall

racial composition of the district, regardless of how far away from that

composition the school was originally. Since it is often assumed that

achieving a given "amount" of desegregation is "easier" the more segregated

are the schools to begin with, the use of D as a policy variable may not

provide the desegregation incentives desired: if this assumption is valid,

then the payoff should be nonlinear in the sense that a given "amount"

of desegregation is rewarded more for initially more segregated districts.
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As a measure of segregation, the dissimilarity index has . two-very:'"

appealing features. First, it is ,the easiest· to. comp,:uteofa11 indexes},;;

discussedher,e. This characteristic derives from "the fact-that theonly'::;~'

disaggregated . information required is,the numbers ',of minority: and .non~,

minority students in the two groups of schoo1s"identified above. Second,,':',

D has a straightforward' intuitive interpretation- since',itequals' the

proportion of minority (or non-minority) students who wou1dihave, ,t,o be

transferredih order to achieve ,the same racial .composition-in ,a1,1 schoo,lrs;'.

Furthermore, 'a method of decomposing the value of D on the ',basis ofoth¢l'l,':i'

11
attributes is available. In addition, a convenient interpretation may:·;

be attached to the weighted sum of absolute deviations given by -(1) taken,-

asa pe-rcent of total studentvenrol1ment, or

D
n

T
=

This. quantity is the minimum percent "of the, total student body whowou-ld,,,~

have, to, be involved, in two~way minority-nonminorit:ytrade$ betweEm;.schq,ol$;

in 'order to achieve racial balance and_ has been called the rep1acement:_':

. -'d- 12
~n ex.-

Table 1 displays the distribution of va1uesof;Dac.r.oss districts.;.

The:odata sample used is the,onedescribedahQve in" the" Int.roductio.n, ,and:,

res:u1tsare presentedsepar,ate1y, forsouthernschQol districts.:. ,Looking,:),

at the distributions of, schoo1- districts, ,across ;values,of,_D, one sees:,'

1it,tIe difference in ,the degree of segregation be,tweenthe two ,regions.>:

ga;1=ionhas' oc,curred,in recent years ,in the, South than ,e1sewher,e. - "HQwever,

Tliisis surprising,. sinc_e most indications are that more schooL desegre:....

--~ ------ --- ---- --------~~--._--

I

I
I

I

i

i
I

-_._--~-~._ .._----__._._I



TABLE 1

Percent Distribution of D by Region
0\

Value of D
Total

Regions 0-0.1 0.1-0.2 0.2-0.3 0.3-0.4 0.4-0.5 0.5-0.6 0.6-0.7 0.7-0.8 0.8-0.9 0.9-1.0 NuIIibers

*South

Districts 16.9 29.1 21.8 13.6 9.7 3.9 2.3 1.8 0.8 0.2 1,168

Schools 7.0 18.7 21.2 15.5 11.0 8.1 7.6 6.0 4.8 0.1 18,652

Students 6.3 17.2 20.4 15.1 10.3 9.2 8.4 7.2 5.8 0.1 11,210,761

Minority.
Students 6.2 16.0 16.0 12.8 8.3 10.6 8.6 10.7 10.7 {).2 3,970,169

Non-South

Districts 10.5 30.5 24.4 17.5 8.7 4.4 2.5 1.1 0.2 0.0 1,225

Schools 3.3 17.4 17.6 14.4 12.5 8.2 14.8 10.6 1.2 0.0 21,093

Students 2.6 16.0 15.9 12.9 11.8 7.9 19.2 12.3 1.5 0.0 13,483,458

Minority
Students 2.2 9.2 9.9 7.7 9.0 7.4 29.8 22.1 2.7 0.0 4,580,079

Source: U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office for Civil Rights, Directory of Public Elementary and
Secondary Schools in Selected Districts: Enrollment and Staff by Racial/Ethnic Group, Fall, 1972 (Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1973).

Note: Rows may not sum to 100 due to rounding errors.

*Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, Missouri, North Carolina,
Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, West Virginia.
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a different picture emerges if one 'compares the distribut:i;ons of students::'

across values of D for the two regions: substantially large percentages! ,:

of" students, especially of minority students, are in relatively segregat'ed"

school systems outside the South. The main reason that differentconclu.... ·

sionsare reached by looking at the two distributions stems mainly'from

the fact that the nonsouthern districts include more large. schooL districts.;·

that are relatively segregated than do the southern. dis-tr.iC.ts. This is

illustrated by the data in Table· 2, which is taken from the table. presented:

in the. Appendix. 13 While more than. 96 percent of the. students (and 98 per::"'·

cent of the minority students) in the nine largest nonsouthern districts were:

enrolled in school systems with values of D greater. than 2/3, this was.

true of only 30 percent of the students (and 66· percent of the, mino.r,ity

students) in the eleven larges.t southern district.s.. listed. (Note also.

that more. than 73 percent of the. minority students but only 40 percent

of the nonminority students in these largest twenty districtswereout:-,

sid.e the South.)

B. Segregation Index (S) .

An interesting feat.ure of the segregation index (S) is that it was'

developed separately and .independently by two groups each using different

rationales, one statistical and the other .in terms of policy goals. 14., . Three:;

conceptual bases for S will be discussed here. in order to shed additional

light. on its interpret·ation.,

L. S as a Policy-Goal Me.asure

Assume that the goal of school desegregation is to avo.id'racial

isolation and. that:' this goal is achieved for each: student' in propo.rt,ion

to. the. per.cent. of students belonging to the other racial. group in the
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TABLE 2

Total Enrollment, Minority Enrollment, and Values of D
for the 20 Largest Districts in the Sample

District Name

South:

Broward Co., Fla.

Dade Co., Fla.

Duval Co., Fla.

Hillsborough Co., Fla.

Baltimore City, Md.

Montgomery Co., Md.

Prince Georges Co., Md.

St. Louis City, Mo.

Memphis City, Tenn.

Dallas, Texas

Houston, Texas

. Totals

Non-South:

Los Angeles, Cal.

San Diego, Cal.

Chicago, Ill.

Detroit, Mich.

New York City, N.Y.

Cleveland, Ohio

Columbus, Ohio

Philadelphia, Pa.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Totals

Grand Totals

Total Minqrity
Enrollment Enrollment D

128,889 31,640 .31

241,809 124,870 .52

113,644 37,100 .33

106,294 27,196 .18

186,600 129,250 .82

126,912 12,799 .29

161,961 42,935 .61

105,617 72 ,985 .90

138,714 80,403 .86

154,580 76,366 .70

225,410 127,128 .73

2,744,136 735,476

620,707 327,278 .69

124,604 32,790 .53

557,141 384,149 .80

276,655 192,259 .74

1,125,449 724,954 .67

145,196 87,007 .88

106,676 31,825 .70

282,965 183,424 .78

128,734 43,665 .76

3,368,127 2,007,351

6,112,263 2,742,827
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same schooL In other words, the contribution of each minority child.'

towards this goal equals the proportion of nonminority children attend+-·

ing the samE:!' school. Averaging this criterion over all minority children':.!

then yields"

Di
n =

l: Top. (1 - P.)
o J. J. J.
J.

l: T.p.
o J. J.
J.

l: T.p.(l - P.)
i J. J. J.

Tp
(5);

where T. p. equals the number of minority students in the ith school and'
J. J.

,
(1 - P.) is the proportion of nonminority students attending that schooL

J.

This, quantity will be maximized when Pi = P for all i, Le., when aIr,

schools have the same racial composition. This maximum value equals

(1' )' h d . 0 • d '. 0 15: h f d f 0', .... p , t e J.strJ.ct-wJ. e percent nonmJ.noTJ.ty. We t, ere ore e .J.ne'

the segregation index to'be one minus the value of (5) taken as a percent

of its ma~imum possible value, or

l: T .P. (1 - Pi)DI
i

J. J.
S 1

n
1 (6)= = Tp(lP - p)

In this context, the value of S may be interpreted as the amount, Qf"

"exposure" between minority and nonminority students that has not be,en.

achieved within the schools relative to the maximum amQunt possible.,

2. S as a Mean-Square-Deviation Measure

Assume that the goal of school desegregation is to avoid deviations,:

rr,:otn: the mean racial .composition and, that the "costs." of such deviations'

increase with the square of the deviation.
16

The mean-square-deviation

(MS])), averaged over all schools and weighted by school enrollments:, is.

then:

MSD = (7),
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which can also be written as

MSD = Tp(l - p) ~ T.p.(l - P.)
.11 1
1

(8)

The maximum value of the expression in (8) occurs when schools are

totally segregated and is given by

Tp(l - p)2 + T(l _ p)p2 = Tp(l _ p) •

The first term on the 1eft-hand-side of (9) is simply the number of

minority students in the district (Tp) times the contribution of the

all-minority schools to MSD, since p. = 1 for each of these schools.
1

(9)

The second term is likewise the number of nonminority students [T(l - p)]

multiplied by the contribution of their schools (p2) in which p. = o.
1

Thus we define the index as MSD (7) divided QY its maximum value (9),

or

Tp(l - p)

which can also be written as:

1

~ T.p.(l - P.)
.11 1
1

Tp(l - p) = s . (10)

Thus, minimizing the value of the MSD index is exactly equivalent to

minimizing the value of S.

3. S as a Variance-Accountability Measure

Consider a binomial race variable R.. that equals 1 if the jth
1J

student in the ith school is minority and 0 otherwise. Then the appro-

priate hypothesis test for equality of racial composition across schools
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can be der±.ved from analysis of variance. The expected value of R. .is.
IJ

p and its variance can he decomposed asfoJ;lows:

n:(R..
.. IJ
I~

p)2 =
2

L: L: (R.. - PI')
.. IJ
IJ

+

The first term on the right-hand~side of (1),) is the "withinsamIlles"

variation .and can be .interpreted as the varianc.e "attributable 'to

desegregation". since it measures the mean-square-deviation ofR.. wit.hin. l,J

schools. .The second term.can be interpreted as the variance "attributah:l.e

to segregation" since it measures themean-square..,.deviat'ion of R •. b.etween
J,.J

schools. In terms of S, the decomposition of (11) can.be rewritten as

L:L: 2
.. (R .. - p) = Tp(l -p) (1 - S) + Tp(l- p)S.
IJ IJ

(12)

Since Tp(l -p) is the total varianc.e in the system, S can be interpreted

17
as the percent of the total variance attributable .to segregation.

To clarify this interpretat.ion, <consider the following measure of'

association between the binomialcolor variableandfhe school to which

a student is assigned:

~
2

~ ~ X,
.' . T(L - 1)

where x2
is the Pearson chi-square computed .froma2xKcontingency table

(K .is the .number of schools .in the district;) and ..Listhe smaller of the

number of rows.and columns in that table. ~ .is ·often called Cramer's

statistic and should not be confusedw:i:th thecontingency·coeff.icient.

The value of ~ must lie between 0 (aompleteindependence) and 1 (perfect

association).18 Since we are constraining the number·of racial/ethnic

groups to be2 (minorityandnonminority) ,and since i.t is only meaningful
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to discuss desegregation when there is more than one school, L must always

equal 2. Therefore:

</J =

However, for our

Rearranging and

2
X

2
X

=

=

2 19
purposes, we can write X as follows:

@P.T-P.T.)2[(1-P)Ti -(1-Pi)Ti j2
L: ~ ~~ +
i pTi (1 P)Ti

combining terms yields
2L: T.(p. - p)

i ~ ~

pel - p)

which, using (10) above, reduces to

2
X = TS .

Thus,

2
(14)</J = S .

Although </J2 may not be conveniently interpreted as the proportion of the

variance in one variable explained by the other, it does provide us with

a measure of association between race and school assignment that can be

compared across different school districts. As with MSD, minimizing </J2

is equivalent to minimizing S, so that the two amount to the same desegre-

gation criterion.

Table 3 shows the distribution of districts, schools, and students

in the sample by values of S and by region. The notable difference between

Table 3 and Table 1 (values of D) is that districts tend to be more heavily

clustered under lower values of S than they were for D. This is not terribly



TABLE 3

Percent Distribution of S by Region

Value of S
Total

Regiolls 0-0.1 001-0.2 0.2-0.3 0.3-0.4 0.4-::0.5 0.5-0.6 0.6-0.7 0.7-0.8 0.8-0.9 0.9-1.0 Numbers

*South'

Districts 70.1 15.1 6.6 3.1 2.1 1.5 0.9 0.4 0.1 0.2 -1,168

Schools 48.5 19.1 7.5 6.4 5.7 6.1 3.8 i.9 1.0 0.1 18,652

Students 45.3 18.5 7.0 7.4 6.8 7.3 4.4 2.4 0.9 0.1 11,210,761

Minority
Students 36.2 16.3 ~L2 8.3 7.i 10.7 7.6 3.7 1.8 0.2 3970169, , , ;

Non""Sbuth

Districts 72.7 13.0 6.9 3.3 i.9 1.6 0.6 O.i 0.0 0.0 1,225

SchoolS 43.6 13.0 9.8 6.7 9.1 9.6 7.3 0.9 0.0 o.b 21,093

Students 39.1 11.9 8.9 6.9 11.8 10.4 10.0 . 1.1 0.0 0.0 13,4~3,458

Minority
Students '21.0 8.9 7.8 6.8 20.9 13.9 18.9 1.9 0.0 b.o 4,580;019

Source: u.s. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office for Civil Rights, Directory of Public Elementary and
Secondary Schools in Selected Districts: Enrollment and Staff by Racial/Ethnic Group, Fall, 1972 (Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office.; 1973).

Note: Rows may riot sum to 100 due to rounding errorS. I-'
Vol

* . .. ... .
Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, Missouri, North Carolina;

Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, West Virginia. .. .. . ' '"-" ~ ·.v~. 0._,
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surprising, since using the mean-square-deviation should more heavily

weight divergences (and, th~refore, segregation) than using the average

absolute deviation. It is important to note that our conclusions with

respect to South/non-South comparisons are exactly the same as above:

namely, although the distribution of districts tends to indicate about

the same amount of segregation in the two regions, the distribution of

students clearly shows more segregation outside the South.

c. Information Theory Index (H)
i

Information theory provides us with a technique for measuring the

. 20
degree of association between t~"o qualitative or categorical var~ab1es.

Consider the joint probability distribution given by P(A,B) where Aand

B are nO~lquantifiab1e events. The marginal and conditional distributions

are given by peA), PCB), p(AIB), and p(BIA). For our purposes, we define

A as the school that an individual student attends anq B as the minority/

nonminority status of the student. Information theory then defines the

21
average joint uncertainty of A and B as

B(A,B) = l:l:P(A.,B.) log P(A.,B.)
.. ~ J ~ J
~J

Letting Ai represent assignment to school i (i = 1, ... , K), B1 represent

nonminority statu9' we can writeminority status, and

H(A,B) =

B2 represent

~
.T..
~ ~- l: _.- log

. T
~

p.T.
~ ~

T +
(.1 - P.)T.. (1 - P .. )T~ .1 ~ ~ ~

T log T· • (15)

The average marginal and conditional uncertainties are similarly defined

and expressed as follows:



R(A) =

15

~P(A.) log P(A.) =
i 1. 1..

T. T.
1. 1.

~ -,-,'log -" ,". T T
1.

(16}

- 1 1
p log -p". + (1 - p) log-- ('1'- p)

=R(B)

.. ~(A I.B)

=

=

=

~p (B .) log P (B. )
. J J
J '

- ~~P(A. ,B.) log P (A. lB.)
•• 1.J 1.J

J\. S p.T.1. 1. 1.
- : T Pi log~ + (1 - Pi) log

1.

(l,-P.)T~..,-1. 1..

(1 - p)T '
(18)

(IT)

R(B!A)

=

~~P (A. ,B.) log P (B; IA.)
ij -1. J - -J ,1.

~ Ti ~,lOg' _1_' + (1 - p ) log lJ ,<
i T ~ Pi, -i' (1 - P~ •

(19)

, ,

Themarginai uncertainty R(B) is the 'average prior amount of uncertainty

about B over all possible cases, while, the conditional uncertainty H(BIA)

is, the average amount of uncertainty concerning event B gi,ven knowledge
, ,: . .

, of event A. .The average relative r~duction in uncertain~y about B resulting
' .. ".,

from knowing A can then he written as

H = R(B) - R(B 1&
R(B) (20)

Certainly R(B) must be no less than H(B t 1\), since, our uncertainty about

B. is reduced if we have knowledge of A so long as there. is any relation

at all between the two events. Thus, H,~ 1, with equality holding only

when A and' B are independent. H can therefore be interpreted as the

relat~ve l1eduction in uncertainty abou;t the raciaL status of a particular

,student ,given that we know which school that student attends. The greater
,1 '

the value of R, the more certain we would be in Predicting the race of any.....
student in a particular ~chooL _H ,is therefore a mea$ure of se~regation:

the larger its value for a particular school district, the more racially
!.. ' ".

segregatecl are the schools of that dis,trict.•

,,-,
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We have not yet justif~ed defining our measure as the relative reduc-

tion in uncertainty about B given A rather than the relative reduction

in uncertaintY about A given B. CQnsider the following symmetric measUre

22
of association between A and B, again from ~nformation theory;

2
y = ~(A) + H(B) - H(A~B)

min[H(A),H(B)] (21)

2
The numerator of y is called the "expected mutual iI).formation" and can

23 24
be shown to be nonnegative. In f~ct, it is true in general

H(A) + H(B) -R(A,B) ~ H(B) - H(DjA) (22)

Furthermore, so long as the number of schools (K) is greater than 1 and

no single school contains mOre than one-half the students, then, t~king

logarithms to the base 2 (as suggested by Theil and Finizza), we have the

25
result that

H(A) > 1 > H(B) •

2
The denominator of y is simply H(B), Which, together with (22), implies

2
that y = H. Thus H Can be interpreted not only as a measure of the

relative reduction in uncertainty but also as a measure of assoc~at~on

. 2
high~y analogous to a squared coefficient of correlation (p). The

ana1o~y is particularly st;rong in that both y2 and p2 indicate how much

of a reduction in uncertainty/variation in one particular variable can

26
be achieved by knowing another •.

The relevant school segregation index is therefore

H =

1p log p + (1.,..
T -

p) log ""'"(1---::i:-·-p~) - ~ T
i

IPi log ~i + (1 '" Pi)
. 1 . ... 1

p log p + (1 - p) log (1- p)
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Theil and ..Fiitiizza have directly .derived this ',iIi.dex:,as.; a .m!;qsure·',of :schboil::.. ,

desegregation., They offel1'1 the.' iIi.terpretatioll of,

p. log L +. (:t - Pol )... log '(1 =~ ,Pol .L p.)
.L ~, •

as the "racial entropy" of. the student· body of theith,schqol,. AnalbgqUl'1;Ly,

then, R(B) can'be ·termed.the.racial.entropy- o£.·the .. di:.stri~t.and.H(;BIA} ·tl~:,~

average school·.raciaL .. entropy.

Theil .and Finizza. also demonstrate ..that· this .. type of, index. can be,

easily aggregated over. large .units'. Switchillg t.O· their terminology and.

notation for . the moment for ease;; of presentation.,..weconsider,:·a ..set ,of .G

schooldistri.cts.. (such.as a .city) and. definethe,.following "entropi:.es~'·

using thesubs.criptg to."denote values' forthe;gthdiStric.t·:

. 1
Pg log-.. · +. (L-p )

Pg g
=

1 I'
-. p'. log.-' +. (1 - p.) log '.

~ Pi ~ ·(l.-Pi)

1
lo.g::>(l· .) ....

,,-··Pg."
Eg

School:

District·:

City:

Average: district: E' =
g

T'
i

2: -.- E
. T L.u:g- g

Average city:. E
T'

_.. 2:--.!.E:
• T ~ ..
~ ...

T"
g-:::_.2: ·-.·E

T, gg. .

Unsubscripted values .. of pand",T. ar,e. now.calculat.ed .overthe:entire:set.

21"
ofG school districts. Note that,_ for..·.the.gthschoo.l.dis.trict,·.E . isg

the. same asR(B} and,.E is....equal...toH(BIA) as:,. defined. above in. (17) ,and,g .'

(19). The. aggregation ·over·' the' seta£. distri.cts..·.is. straigp,tforwa,rd:-:., to;.

obtain the value ofR(BIA} for. the city. (Ef, .one,simply·rtakes.a,.weighted:
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average of the values of H(BiA) for each district (Eg) with weights

corresponding to the proportion of the city's enrollment in each district.

As well as providing a convenient method of aggrega~ion, this fo~ula-

tion also allows us to make an interesting decomposition of E. Theil and

Fini~~a show that

E =
T

l; J E
g T g

T..
l;Ji
g T g

(25)

where

I g = T. S p.
l; 1 1 1 +T Pi og P

iEg g g
(26)

The quantity I is known in information theory as the average "expected
g

information of the message that transforms the proportions (Pg' 1 - Pg) to

d f . ( 1 _ ) ,,28a secon set 0 proport10us · Pi' Pi. In other words, if we already

know the percent minority of the gth district's student body (Pg)' then

I defines the e~ected information content, on the average, of a messageg

that tells us the percent minority of the ith school in that district (p.).
1

Since I is a measure of the ~xtent to which the racial composition 9f
g

the gth district differs from that of oue of its schools, then the second

term on the right-hand-side of (25) may be interpreted as a weighted average

of the degree of racial segreg~tion in each district. The first term in

(25) is a weighted average of each district's total "entropy" and may be

interpreted as a measure of the racial composition of each district rel~tiye

to that of the city as a whole. Thus, (25) represen~s a decomposition of

the city's average "entropy" into a, component representing "between district"

segregation and one representing "within district" segregation. This clearly

provides a potentially fruitful method for investigating the currently
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controversial issue of cross-district school desegregation. Using the

decomposition of (25), we can d.etermine not only how segrl:gated a set

of school districts is, but also to what extent differences in the racial

compositions of the distr.icts contribute to the segregation of the oveTa11

system.

The distributions of districts, schools, and students across differ-,

ent values of H is given by region in Table 4. The notable point about

these distributions is their remarkable similarity to the distributions

across S of Table 3. Virtually any conclusion one would draw from the

data of Table 3 would be identical if Table 4 were used. Some of the

reasons for this similarity will be discussed in the next section.

II. COMPARISON OF ~lliASURES

There are some important qualifications that must be kept in mind

when interpreting actual values of these indexes as measures of the

extent of school desegregation. Each index is computed here on the

basis of the entire student body across the district. This means that

two implicit and erroneous assumptions must be recognized: (1) that

students can be transferred between grade levels as well as between.

schools, since no account is taken of the grade span offered at each

school; (2) that a particular student can be transferred to any school

in the district just as "easily" as to .any other. Assumption (1) is

necessary even if one is only considering how much desegregation has

been achieved within a particular district relative to what that district

could accomplish. However, it is likely to create serious problems of

interpretation in only two instances: if the district contains only a

few schools, or if either the racial composition or actual degree of



TABLE 4

Percent Distribution of H by Region I'V
0

Value of H

Total
Regions 0-0.1 0.1-0.2 0.2-0.3 0.3-0.4 0.4-0.5 0.5-0.6 0.6-0.7 0.7-0.B 0.B-0.9 0.9-1.0 Numbers

*South

Districts 66.B lB.2 7.3 3.5 1.5 1.5 0.7 0.3 0.0 0~2 1,168

Schools 46.3 20.3 9.3 8.2 4.0 5.9 3.6 2.4 0.0 0.1 lB,652

Students 43.5 19.6 8.6 9.6 4.5 7.1 4.3 2.B 0.0 0.1 11,210,761

Minority
Students 36.5 16.9 B.4 11.1 4.3 10.3 7.6 4.8 0.0 0.2 3,970,169

Non-South

Districts 69.1 16.5 7.6 3.5 1.6 0.9 0.5 0.1 0.0 0.2 1,225

Schools 40.B 15.6 11. 7 6.9 9.8 8.5 5.8 0.9 0.0 -0.1 21,093

Students 37~0 13.7 11.1 6.7 12.4 10.0 8.0 1.1 0.0 0.1 13,483,458

:Hinority
Students 21. 9 8.5 9.5 7.0 21.1 15.4 14.7 1.9 0.0 0.0 4,580.,079

Source: U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office for Civil Rights, Directory of Public Elementary and
Secondary Schools in Selected Districts: Enrollment and Staff by Racial/Ethnic Group, Fall, 1972 (Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1973).

Note: Rows may not sum to 100 due to rounding errors.

*Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, :Hissouri, North Carolina,
Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, ~irginia, West Virginia.
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desegregation differs substantially between sets of schools offering

different grade spans (e.g., between elementary and secdndary schools).

Because we have excluded the very small districts from our sample, the

effect of the first problem has been somewhat alleviated. Although we

have not· dealt explicitly with the second case, there is no particular

reason to believe that it causes much of a problem except, perhaps, as a

result of different dropout rates for older students.

Assumption (2) is.not necessary unless one wishes to compare index

values across districts as measures of relative desegregatian efforts.

In that case, account must be taken of the factors influencing relative

costs of desegregation in different districts. Some of these factors

are racial residential segregation, location of and distances between

schools, and school capacities relative to population densities. No

notion of these cost factors is included in the definition of any of

the indexes. The closest we come to dealing with these problems here

is in recognizing that the incremental·cost of desegregation rises with

the absolute level of desegregation. This implies that our choice of a

measure for policy purposes should be one whose marginal payoff is a

decreasing function of the level of desegregation. As we shall see below,

both Sand H exhibit this characteristic, while D does not.

The three ind~xes discussed here have several 6haracteristics in

common. First, they are all perfectly symmetrical with respect to the

two racial/ethnic groups. Second, they are all nonconcave functions

of the racial mix in each sChobl •. This insures that optimization on any

one of the. indexes will yield the most hom9geneous possible racial

composition of the schools.2~ the linearity of D,however, distinguishes

..
. _.~- ---_....~-----j
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it from the. other two indexes, since the incremental payoff per student

in terms of D is the same for a particular school once it is known whether

that schooi's Pi is less than or greater than p. Figure 1 shows the

marginal payoff per student in a particular school for Hand Saver

30
different values of p.. The two values have been plotted using differ-

~

ent scales (since their maximum values are not the same) to show that the

h f h ff f · ··1 31s apes ate two payo unct~ons are very s~m~ ar.

surprising, since both of these indexes are measures of association between

student raciai affiliation and school assignment. For this reason, we

would also expect any set of calculated values of Sand H to be highly
32

corre1a.ted, as, in fact, they turn out to be.

There are other possible applications for these types of indexes

within the context of school segregation. They can and have been used

to examine issues of school faculty segregation by race as well as racial

segregation of students between classrooms within grade level. Both of

these issues have been very important in the South, first, because faculty

desegregation has been interpreted by the courts as a necessary step in

eliminating dual school systems and, second, because instances have been

uncovered of southern systems that, after having desegregated their schools,

effectively resegregate students by classroom. Table 5 displays simple

cor.relation coefficients between the three indexes computed, for the sample

of districts described above, on the bases of faculty desegregation and

classroom desegregation for grades 3, 6, 9, and 12. The means and standard

deviatioRs of the index values are also presented.

The indexes DF, SF' and HF are straightforward extensions of D, S,

and H, with the focus now on the numbers and racial composit·ion of faculty



Figure 1

Segregation Index and Information Theory Index: Payoff per Student for
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TABLE 5

Simple Correlation Coefficients Between Different Measures of School, Faculty, and N
~

Classroom Segregation for 2,393 School Districts

Indexes D S H DF SF H
F S3 H

3 S6 H
6 S9 H

9 S12 H12

S .87

H .93 .98

DF .18 .07 .12

SF .04 .02 .04 -.24

HF .04 -.04 .00 .05 .94

S3 .47 .54 .52 -.04 -.04 -.09

H
3

.48 .50 .50 .01 -.01 -.05 .98

S.... .45 .52 .50 -.08 -.05 -.11 .86 .83
0

H6
.47 .48 .49 -.02 -.03 -.07 .84 .84 .98

S9 .08 .13 .10 .03 .06 .05 .04 .03 .06 .04

H .08 .10 .09 .08 .08 .10 .02 .02 .03 .03 .999

S12 .05 .09 .07 .05 .08 .09 .01 -.00 .02 .02 .83 .83

H12
.06 .06 .05 .09 .11 .14 -.01 -.00 -.01 .00 .81 .83 .98

Hean .260 .097 .099 .317 .108 .161 .198 .209 .191 .202 .247 .259 .267 .288

Standard
Deviation .163 .131 .122 .211 .226 .227 .239 .230 .235 .225 .308 .299 .320 .308

Note: DF, SF' HF: Measures of faculty segregation between schools.

8
3

, H
3

: Measures of classroom segregation in third grade.

86 , H6 : Heasures of classroom segregation in sixth grade.

8
9

, H
9

: Measures of classroom segregation in ninth grade.

S12' H12 : Measures of classroom segregation in twelfth grade.
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members in diLfferent schools. Extending the indexes to measure classroom

segregation is slightly more complicated because. of aggregation problems.

As noted above, aggregation is no problem at all when using the information

theory index. However, with both D and 8, the issue arises as to which

racial composition each classroom should be c'bmpared against--that of the

school or that of the entire district. Using the former creates the,

problem of how to aggregate over all, the schools in. the district, while

using the latter implies that students can be transferred between any

two classrooms (of their grade level) in the district regardless of which.

school that classroom is in. We present here results for only one class

room segregation index other than H: 8
3

, 86, 89 , and 812 are computed

analogously to 8 using the district-wide percent minority for the appro

priate grade level. The correlation coefficients between the 8 and H

measures of classroom segregation reconfirm our theoretical claim that

these two indexes tend to measure the same thing.,

The high correlations between D and 8 and between D and Hare.

somewhat surprising, since the distribution in Table 1 seems to be very

different from those in Tables 3 and 4. However, if we note the fact

that the variances of 8 and H appear to be somewhat smaller than that of

D and that their ranges are lower', it is reasonable to assert that the

three indexes do, indeed, move' together linearly across districts. This

can be confirmed by scanning the listing of index values for large districts

in Table A.2 of the Appendix. Not only is the· value of D always higher

than those of 8 and H, but, while D never falls. below .1 for this set of

districts, 8 and H frequently do. Note also that DF is not at all highly

correlated with either 8F or HF.
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III. CONCLUSION AND COMMENTS

The evidence we have shown here leads us to conclude that, among

the three segregation indexes discussed, the one derived from information

theory (H) is the most useful. To appropriately qualify this statement,

we will now consider the reasons for this choice.

Three reasons can be stated for preferring either S or H as a measure

of segregation over D. First, both Sand H incorporate the notion of

diminishing marginal payoff to desegregation. This is useful in both

a descriptive and a policy sense since there is good reason to believe

that the cost of additional desegregation rises with the level. It is

also relevant to incorporate this notion as a policy incentive since more

weight is thereby given to desegregation efforts by the most segregated

districts. Second, we have seen that Sand H both depend on the entire

distribution of students across schools rather than, as D does, on the

numbers of students in schools with less than and those with more than

the district-wide percent minority. Finally, although the dissimilarity

index has a convenient and appealing interpretation, so do Sand H. There

seems to be no particular reason for preferring one of these interpretations

to another. The ease of calculating D is an additional point in its favor

and certainly relevant, although computers can just as easily handle one

index as another.

Why, then, do we prefer H to S? Again, three arguments are put

forth. First, we have seen that H can be conveniently and meaningfully

aggregated, whereas the proper aggregation procedure for S is somewhat

ambiguous. Although this point is not relevant when considering simply
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the level of school segregation within a district (or the level of class

rOOm s'egregationwithin a school) ,it becomes very impor'tant in issues

such as cross-district desegregation br state-by-state comparisons of

desegregatione-fforts. Second, we have also seen that, for certain

issues, a convenien't decomposition of H is available, while th:is is not

true of S. Finally, although hoth Sand H ar'enreasures of assoc.iatfon

between racial/ethnic ,affiliation and s'ch.ool ass.ignment, the in,terpreta,...

tion of H is a bit mbre precise becaus:e of its ai!1alogy with the squared

correla'tion coefficj.ent. This last reas'on is a rather marginal one,

since both .s and H can be interpreted as the percent of one thing

"attributable to" ano·ther. However, it should be noted that, unlik.e S,

the definition of the informatiort theory measure H would allow us to

33
extend it to the case of more than two racial/ethnic categor'ies.

Although this ha,s not yet been applied to the issue of school segrega-

tion, it is potentially useful in areas with more than one predominant

minority grbup, such as Blacks and Chicanos in the Southwest.

In addition t·o the usefulness of indexes as descriptive devices,

, they can have important gpplications gS policy tools. Some examples

relevant to the issue of SChbOl segregation are worth mentioning.

Segregation indexes can be an infbrmgtive a.id in enforcing civil rights

legislation., Indexes can be used to i:den:t:ify where problems exist as

well gs where progress has be'en made. In additibIl, gppropriate indexes

ca.n be used as funding cr'iteria for certain expend.iture programs. The

Emergency School Aid Act of 1972 is a case in: point. This legislation

was developed tb provide financial assistance-to desegregating school

districts, and one of the~explicit funding criterion waS the extent to
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which minority isolation of students was reduced. Unfortunately, minority

group isolation was defined by the bill to refer to any school whose

enrollment was greater than 50 percent minority. This ruled out the use

of a general segregation index as g funding criterion, although it would

prevent an incentive for resegregation in districts which were, overall,

more than 50 percent minority. Nevertheless, it provides a good example

of the type of policy uses to which such indexes can be put.

The uses of indexes similar to the ones presented here are not, of

course, limited to the issue of school segregation. The concepts embodied

in this paper are directly transfergble to the issue of residential

segregation and, indeed, to any issue involving the distribution of a

two-category (binomial) variable across some specified units, such as

the distribution by race and by sex across occupations.

Finally, it is important to note that the two characteristics of

the dissimilarity index that have made it so appealing--its ease of

computation and its convenient interpretation--should not be dismissed

lightly, especially given the realities of federal policy making. It

is this writer's experience that even slightly complex analytic tech

niques are very slow to gain acceptance within the government bureaucracy.

Nevertheless, if the effort is to be made, it should be towards a useful

and meaningful end. In conclusion, then, the use of any of the three

indexes presented here as a policy aid would be substantially better than

a seat-of-the-pants type of judgment. However, if the costs of implementa

tion and of gaining acceptance are not too great, we would opt for the

information theory index as the most appropriate measure of segregation.
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FOOTNOTES "

lThese data are published inU. S; Department of Health, Educat,ion, and
Welfare, Office for Civil Rights, Directory of Public, Elementary and Seco,ndary
Schools in Selected Districts: Enrollment and, Staff by Rac:iallEthnic Group
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing,Office, 1973).

2The term minority is used throughout this, paper: to' ra'fer to all,
persons who were classified in the DHEW,survey'asAmerican'Indian, Negro,:,
Oriental, or Spanish-Surnamed American. All other persons were reported
in a single category and are referred to as nonminority.

3Thesampling procedure used by DHEW resulted, in all distric,ts contaiI).:".
ing at least 3,000 students being surveyed while none of those with an
enrollment of 300 were included.

4Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Maryland, Mississippi, Missouri, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina,
Tennessee, Texas, Virginia; and Wes,t Virgi-nia.

5Almost all of the excluded districts were omitted, because they were
either too smalL (2,424 districts) or great,er, than 95 percent, non..,.minority
(3,211 districts). In 'only 28 of the surveyed school dis,tricts was the
student body greater than 95 percent minority" and the only large. distr,ic,t
in this category was the District of Columbia.

6Karl E. Taeuber, and AlmaF. Taeuber, Negroes in Cities (Chicago:
Aldine Publishin.g Company; 1967), Appendix A.

7
See Farley and A. Taeuber, and Leslau for'its use as a measure of

school segregation. Farley andA. Taeube,r also. compar,e school with
residential segregation using this index. Among other things, the
dissimilarity index has been used to measure occupational segregation
by sex. See the Council of Economic Advisors 1973 Report, Supplement
to Chapter 4.

8
Schools for which,p:

1.group.
p may arbitrarily be placed" in either. summation,

9Note that,D can equivalently be expressed as

D
W.

1.

W

where M'and W refer, to numbers:of minority and nonminority'students respeco:",
tively. Note also that D is perfectly symmetrical with respect to minority'
and nonminority students since its value would be unchanged ifp. andp were
defined instead as the proportions of nonminority students. 1.
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10Since D is symmetrical with respect to the two racial groups, it
can also be written as

2D = (1 - p) I: T.
~

p.<p
~

- I: ~~.
p.~

J.:

+ -; T. (1 - P.) - I: T. (1 - P~)
~ ~ ~ ~

p.~ p.<p
J.: ~

- -

i

llSee Halliman H, Winsborough, "A Note on the Decomposition of Indexes
of Dissimilarity," Institute for Research on Poverty (U~iversity of Wisconsin
Madison) Discussion Paper No. 201-74 (Madison, Wisconsin: 1974), for the
derivation and discussion. The sample he uses compares racial residential
segregation with between- and within-group income distributions.

l2:Keynolds Farley and Karl E. Taeuber, "Population Trends and R~sidential
Segregation Since 1960," Science, Vol. 159, No. 3818 (March 1, 1968): 956.

l3Three large districts do not appear in Table 2 because they were
excluded from the sample: the District of Columbia, which is greater
than 95 percent minority, and Baltimore County, Md., and Fairfax County,
Va., both of which are less than 5 percent minority.

14See Ira H. Cisin, "Statistical Indices of School Integration,"
Technical Memorandum 70-1, Social Research Group, George Washington University,
for the first and George Pugh, "Criteria for Measurement of J;ntegration Level,"
Paper 65, Lambda Corporation, Arlington, Virginia, for the second. The Pugh
paper also contains a helpful discussion of several alternative measures,
including the one described by Cisin.

l5 S (like D) is perfectly symmetrical between the two racial groups
and can be d~rived by averaging the percent minority in each school over
all non-minority students. This average would then be

T.p. (1 - P.)
I: ~ ~ ~

T(l - p)

and its maximum value would be p.

l6A similar concept can be used to derived the dissimilarity index (D)
using absolute deviations as the criterion.

17One could perform a standard F test on the null hypothesis that
Pi = P for all i using

F = S/(K - 1)
(1 - S) I (T - K) ,

where K is the number of schools in the district. In practice, however,
this is a somewhat misleading test to perform, particularly for policy
purposes, since T is almost always very much larger than K. Thus, very
slight deviations from racial balance will result in a rejection of the
null hypothesis.
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l8see William L. Hays, Statistics (New York: Holt, Rinehart, and
Winston, 1963), pp.604-606, for a fuller discussion of the ~ .coefficient.

19ThiS is the standard Pearson chi-square statistic computed from a
2xK contingency table using p. T. and (1 - p.)T. as the expected number o'f

. . d .. dJ. J. . J. lJ. . h . h h 1mJ.norJ.ty annonnunorJ.ty stu ents, respectJ.ve y, J.n t e J.t sc 00.

20See Hays, Ope cit., pp. 610-612, and Henri Theil, E.conomics and
Information Theory (Amsterdam: North-Holland Publishing Company, 1965),
Chapters 1-3, for fuller discussions of this approach.

2lThis formula amounts to the expected value of the quantity- log P~Ai,B.)
over all i and j. When .the logarithm is taken to the base 2 (as .we .choo;se J
below to do), then this quantity equals the minimum number of "yes-no"
questions one would have to ask in order to determin.e the school and
racial/ethnic affiliation of any particular student. In the language
of information theory, it is the Hinformation content" of the message
containing both of these pieces of information about the student. For
a univariat.e application of this conc.ept to measures of industrial concen
traction, see Theil, Ope cit., Chapter 8. An additional justification for
using the logarithmic function is its additive properties. See Theil, Ope cit.,
Chapter 4.

22. See Hays, op. cit., p. 611.

23For a proof, see Theil, Ope cit., pp. 34-35.

24See Theil, Ope cit., pp. 49-50, for the proof. In his words, this
result can be described as follows: "The expected mutual information is
equal to the uncondit.ional entropy [L e., expect.ed information content ] ,
given the messages sent." In equation (22), the left-hand-side represents
the expected mutual information, H(B),the .unconditional entropy, and H(B/A)
the entropy conditioned on knowledge of A.

25If the proportion of students attending school k (Tk!T) is no greater
than 1/2 for all k, then

and

H(A) = 2: (Tk/T) logz (Tk!T) .:. K/Z.
k

But (K/2) > 1 so long as there is more than one school. Therefore,
H(A) > 1. -The value of H(B) is solely determined by p and,taking
logs to the base 2, has a maximum value of 1 and a minimum of O.
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26Measures of association between more than two categorical variables
can also be derived from information theory. See Theil, op.~it., PPr 55-59.

27. . ( /)Thus, T = [T, and p = [ T T p •
g g g g g

28See Henri Theil and Anthony Finizza, "A Note on the Measurement of
Racial Integration of Schools by Means of Informational Concepts," Journal
of Mathematical Sociology 1971, Vol. 1, p~ 191. Note that the value of I g
for the gth district is defined as (E - E ) and is the same as H(B) - H(BIA)
as defined above. g g

29Since each index is defined here as a measure of segregation
minimization of the indexes will result in racially balanced schoQls.
Any of the three indexes could be redefined as one minus its current
value without loss of its properties, in which case maximizatio~would

be the appropriate goal.

30A graph like Figure 1 cannot be drawn for D independently of the
value of p. Such a graph would simply be two straight lines, one rising
from 0 at p. = 0 to its maximum where p. = p and the other falling to

1 1zero at p. = 1.
1

3lThe same change of scale in Figure 1 could have been accomplished
by taking logarithms to the base 16 for H , thereby making its maximum
value also equal to .25. p

32See Table 5 below.

33Applications of an information theory measure using more than two
categories include measurements of the inequality of income and of
industrial concentration. See Ann R. Horowitz, "Trends in the Distribution
of Family Income Within and Between Racial Groups," in George M. von Furstenberg,
et al., editors, Patterns of Racial Discrimination, Volume II: Employment and
Income (Lexington, Mass.: D.C. Heath and Company, 1974), for the former and
George J. Stigler, The Organization of Industry (Homewood, Ill.: Richard D.
Irwin, Inc., 1968), pp. 32-35 for the latter. Horowitz makes interesting use
of the decomposition ·properties to compare black and white income distributions.
Theil also suggests a wide range of applications.
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APPENDIX

TABLE A.1: School Districts and Enrollment
in the L972 Sample by Region
and Size of District

TABLE A.2: Segregation Indexes for Districts
in the 1972 Sample Enrolling
25,000 or More Students



TABLE A.1

School Districts and Enrollment in the 1972 Sample
by Region and Size of District

Districts with Less Than 25,000 Districts with 25,000 +

1/ Minority 11 Minority
Region 1/ Districts 1/ Students Students 1/ Districts i/ Students Students

South 1,086 7,007,060 1,531,277 82 5,103,729 1,932,025

Non-South 1,148 6,107,032 2,038,144 77 6,476,398 3,048,802

Totals 2,234· 13,114,092 3,569,42l 159 11,580,l27> 4,980,827>

>w
+:-



TABLE A.2

Segregation Indexes for Districts in the 1972 Sample
Enrolling 25,000 or More Students

K T P National
/1 Total Percent Percent Size**

*District Name Schools Enrollments Minority Bused Rank D S H

Alahama:
Birmingham City 92 57,729 59.51 0.07 63 .7613 .6519 .6151
Huntsville City 40 35,407 16.08 1.56 110 .4407 .2272 .2297
Jefferson Co. 74 55,191 24.15 60.96 69 .4811 .3798 .3510
Mobile City Co. 82 66,263 45.76 38.82 50 .5252 .3910 .3473
Montgomery City Co. 55 36,949 46.35 31.37 105 .5788 .4413 .3852

Alaska:
Anchorage 54 33,852 10.50 52.63 123 .2918 .0745 .0870

w
Arizona: VI

Phoenix Union High 11 28,7.73 26.16 0.00 158 .5644 .3476 .2987
Tucson Elementary 83 43,323 34.97 14.25 92 .6165 .4690 .3949

Arkansas:
Pulaski Co. Special 40 27,211 18.83 62.51 168 .4253 .2354 .2316

California:
Anaheim Union High 26 37,340 11.32 9.52 103 .1955 .0292 .0394
Fremont USD 47 32,857 11.79 18.66 129 .1969 .0275 .0371
Fresno USD 76 55,002 31.45 11.60 70 .4635 .2974 .2467
Garden Grove USD 68 51,373 14.38 16.17 76 .3262 .0917 .0959-
Hacienda-La Puente USD 43 30,439 35.31 11.81 145 .2983 .1100 .0869
Hayward USD 48 25,139 29.36 8.48 184 .1819 .0445 .0357·
Long Beach USD 79 63,838 20.28 4.77 55 .4957 .2502 .2218
Los Angeles USD 618 620,707 52.73 5.66 2 .6879 .5602 .5029
Mt. Diablo usn 61 46,457 5.73 20.41 85 .2273 .0440 .0624
Norwalk-La Miranda usn 38 27,742 28.09 9.52 164 .3106 .1303 .1082
Oakland USD 100 65,505 75.30 1.84 52 . 58lt5 .3659 .3428
Orange USD 39 28,471 10.38 15.21 159 .2990 ;0-829 -;09:30
Pasadena USD 41 26,225 52.24 46.90 177 .1035 .0187 .0140
Richmond USD 62 39,968 39.89 9.88 97 .4299 .2775 .2386



TABLE A.2 (cont.)

K T P National
11 Total Percent Percent Size

District Name Schools Enrollments Minority Bused* Rank** D S H

California (cont.):
Riverside USD 35 25,555 24.62 18.29 180 .1547 .0307 .0265
Sacramento City USD 75 48,774 37.98 4.08 78 .2892 .1211 .0965
San Bernadino City USD 61 34,459 37.34 13.07 118 .3605 .2091 .1706
San Diego USD 162 124,604 26.32 2.77 19 .5264 .3792 .3246
San Francisco USD 171 81,970 68.20 26.14 36 .2264 .0755 .0644
San Jose USD 47 37,125 29.22 25.23 104 .5857 .3643 .3019
Santa Ana USD 35 27,014 47.34 8.59 169 .3591 .1956 .1550
Stockton USD 42 31,406 42.78 12.96 138 .4918 .2899 .2276
Torrance USD 40 31,433 11.71 6.84 137 .2909 .0646 .0796

Colorado:
Colorado Springs 48 35,853 16.74 10.97 108 .3603 .1992 .1730 w

119 91,616 41.69 16.34 29 .4690 .3076 .2558
CJ"\

Denver
Pueblo City 42 26,947 42.61 5.95 170 .3501 .1818 .1420

Connecticut:
Hartford 40 28,069 71.04 13.39 162 .6433 .4505 .4129

-Florida:
Brevard Co. 69 62,285 12.14 37.82 59 .3771 .1354 .1525
Brmvard Co. 141 128,889 24.55 33.05 17 .3080 .1420 .1309
Dade Co. 239 241,809 51.64 18.10 6 .5217 .3544 .3002
Duval Co. 139 113,644 32.64 46.97 20 .3273 .1807 .1524
Escambia Co. 71 47,952 29.11 57.64 81 .5189 .3197 .2831
Hillsborough Co. 132 106,294 25.58 53.42 21 .1810 .0399 .0309
Oka1oosa Co. 36 26,892 9.-69 50.65 171 .... 2686 .0436 .0651
Orange Co. 101 86,093 20.41 39.03 33 .6334 .4474 .4184
Palm Beach Go. 83 67,030 32.75 48.08 49 .3229 ~1726 .1361
Pinellas Co. 115 90,177 16:51 44.04 "30 .2430 .0565 .0612
Polk Co. 88 -57,006 22.93 45.26 65 .4463 .2353 .2288
Seminole Co. 32 26,458 19.76 62.90 174 - .4709 .2051 .2058
Vo-1usia Co. 53 34,578 22.24 46.09 114 .2500 .0833 .0834



TABLE A.2 (cont.)

K T P National
II Total Percent Percent Size

District Name Schools Enrollments Minority Bused* Rank** D S H

Georgia:
Atlanta City 153 96,006 77 .41 2.18 27 .8023 .,6176 .6072
Bibb Co. 58 30~817 50.36 3P.~0 ~42 .5154 .3982 .3592
Chatham Co. 63 34,998 51. 73 54.96 112 .2014 .0833 .0714
Clayton Co. 32 29,483 5.17 68.75 151 .4704 .0545 .1428
Deka1b Co. 115 86,144 10.07 49.21 32 .6504 .4170 .4298
Fulton Co. 76 34,584 10.79 37.84 ~13 .6450 .3960 ·4064
M~scogee Co. 64 38,349 34.134 31.31 100 .~871 .0747 .0577
R:!-chmond Co. 57 32,501 43.85 50.65 131 .3860 .2376 .2012

Illinois:
C4i(:'.ago 656 557,141 68.95 1.48 3 .7987 .6894 .6586
K!,.gin 43 25,470 9.86 33.10 181 ~~708 .1169 .136~ w
Rockford 72 41,364 15.07 8.61 95 .6357 .3776 .3805 '-J

Indiana:
Evansvi11e~Vandeburgh 39 31,937 9.77 35.90 135 ~26p9 .048~ .0(j97
Fort W~yne 62 43,245 18.03 23.14 93 .5055 .3674 .3393
Ga:rY 50 44,830 77.89 7.38 88 .8l?96 .~885 .6534
In<:l:tanapo1is 125 98,076 39.76 9.06 25 .6705 .5630 .5146
S01Jth ~end 46 34,361 19.81 27.10 120 .5838 .3857 .3742

Iowa:
Des Moines 80 43:0226 10.25 9.84 94 .57/35 .3167 .3239

Kansas:
Kansas City 58 32,945 38.33 30.p1 128 .62pO .5186 •.4595
Wichita 109 57,222 19.74 29.10 64 .1688 .0344 .0311

Kentucky:
Fayette Co. 47 35,648 18.37 58.77 109 .2971 .0903 .0991
Louisville 67 49,133 51.13 0.56 77 .13030 .7099 .6519



TABLE A.2 (cont.)·

K T P National
if Total Percent Percent Size**

District Name Schools Enrollments Minority Bused* Rank D S H

Louisiana:
Caddo Parish 80. 52,336 50.24 27.86 73 .6756 .. 5571 .5116
Ca1casieu Parish 67 38,520 26.92 45.09 99 .6793 .5638 .5007
East Baton Rouge Parish 106 67,242 39.55 48.33 48 .7355 .6546 .6103
Jefferson Parish 78 65,656 23.37 77 .69 51 .2549 .0.639 .0569
Lafayette Parish· 39 '29,144 25.22 79.84 154 .2619 .1117 .0966 .
Orleans Parish . 141 103,.839 76.37 8.83 .24 .7662 .5805 .5718
Rapides Parish 49 28,118 34.86 60.54 : 161 .6640 .5762 .5194

Hary1and:
Anne Arundel <Go. 97 76,756 13.30 66.29 40 .4549 .1694 .1890
Baltimore City 218 186,600 6~.27 31.02 8 .8218 .6943 .0690
Harford Co. 39 . 32,418 10.35 . 77 •96 133 .3570 .0648 .0956 w

197 126,912 10.08 43.66 18 .2928 .0577 .0749
00

Hontgomery Co.
Prince Georges Co. 235 161,961 26.51 48.35 9 ~6077 .-43B3~ .3853

Massachusetts:
·Boston 202 96,239 40.35 4.26 26 .7082 .5832 .5210
Springfield 53 30,497 32.35 32.03 143 .4555 .2864 .2366

. Worcester 64 29,426 5.97 22.22 152 .• 4530 .0953 .1641

Michigan:
1 Detroit 325 276,655 69.49 5.23 5 .7448 .6037 .5658
I, .

Flint City 59 46,115 46.63 1.22 86 .5992 .4434 .3831
Grand Rapids 72 33,890 29.07 . 19.24 122 .5313 .4307 .3823
Lansing 58 31,404 22.47 14.17 139 .2244 .0670 .0614

Minnesota:
Minneapolis 119 61,565 15.83 7.48 61 .5059 .2465 .2427
St. Paul 85 48,151 11.59 7.29 80 .4960 .2516 .2540

Mississippi:
Jackson 54 . 29,86.1 66.03 24.89 149 .3871 .• 1805 .1580



TABLE A.2 (cont.)
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TABLE A.2 (cont.)

K T P National
II Total . Percent Percent Size

District Name Schools Enrollment Minority Bused* Rank** D S H

Ohio:
Akron 67 53,997 29·.01 4.13 71 .6398 .4779 .4480
Cincinnati 108 77 ,880 47.66 6.29 39 .6942 .5721 .5230
Cleveland 191 145,196 59.92 2.62 II .8804 .7971 .7537
Columbus 171 106,676 29.83 8.86 22 .7003 .5709 .5274
Dayton 68 52,162 44.98 - 7.83 75 .7809 .6818 .6240
Toledo 78 61,694 30.67 36.83 60 .6572 .5235 .4660

Oklahoma:
Oklahoma City 109 60,275 29.95 33.38 62 .2682 .0914 .0748
Tulsa City 108 71,190 20.13 15.31 45 .5966 .3772 .3507

Oregon:
~Portland 124 68,613 13.97 9.32 47 .4359 .2194 .2057 0

Pennsylvania:
Philadelphia 277 282,965 64.82 5.03 4 .7805 .6769 .6328
Pittsburgh 152 70,050 42.25 14.26 46 .6553 .5341 .4788

South Carolina:
Charleston Co. 84 55,562 49.17 48.26 68 .6233 .4855 .4333
Greenville Co. 91 56,636 22.24 41.35 66 .1399 .0132 .0134
Richland Co. 63 36,074 56.86 56.27 107 .2806 .1273 .1103

Tennessee:
Knoxville City 65 34,524 18.31 22.43 116 .7467 .5720 .5505
Memphis City 163 138,714 57.96 1.63 13 .8551 .7874 .7551
Nashville-Davidson Co. 137 85,406 28.11 51.18 34 .3779 .1683 .1636

Texas:
A1dine ISD 25 28,909 29.84 47.94 157 .5223 .4256 .3736
Amarillo ISD 48 27,355 16.32 4.74 167 .3539 .1347 .1334
Austin ISD 75 55,861 36.96 13.25 67 .6152 .4943 .4273
Corpus Christi ISD 64 45,567 58.75 2.35 87 .6178 .4404 .3832
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- ~- -~~~~--~- -·\;,:.,~v~~~
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TABLE A.2 (cont.)"

K T P National
11 Total Percent Percent Size

District Name Schools Enrollment Minority Bused* Ranki(* D S H

West Virginia:
Kanawha 122 52,289 6.72 54.71 74 .5551 .1740 .2575

Wisconsin~

Hilwaukee 161 128,734 33.92 6.42 16 .7575 .6719 .6112
Racine 47 31,309 18.28 27.02 141 .4716 .2711 .2549

>~This figure equals the number of students reported to have been "transported at public expense" to school
as a percent of the total district enrollment.

**The size rank is based on all 185 districts in the country that enrolled 25,000 or more students in 1972,
only 159 of which are listed here. .j::o

(\.J
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